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SPACE-TIME AND TIME-SPACE 

First of all, what do we mean by “space” and “time” ?


Let's take an image to make the comprehension easier : let’s combine time-space to 
an infinite expanse of water such as an ocean without any coasts, and space-time 
to an infinite desert with no time.


A dimension whose time is unlimited would be for 
example a vast water expanse, such as an ocean 
without any island.





A dimension whose space is unlimited would be a vast 
earth expanse such as a continent without any water.


However, there is always - as tiny as it is and even if it does not exist in the 
manifestation state - a part of the opposite to create an equilibrium. Just like the 
Ying-Yang, we call the first example (the ocean) : Time-Space and the second 
(continent) Space-Time.


*Time-Space : expanse of infinite time without any materialisation of space. 
Consciousness is in full possession of a total and simultaneous freedom of 
existence in the multiverses (multi-universe). It is not submitted to the gravitational 
and electromagnetic laws, nor to the linear time of the world of matter.


*Space-Time : infinite potential of materialisation of space in which Consciousness 
has chosen to “fall”. It experiences the gravitational, electromagnetic and dual laws 
connected to matter that limitate its expansion. This limitation is maintained by a 
linear temporal dimension, this one also extremely restricted.


Which comes back to say that when a soul “falls” to 
experience the 3rd density, it falls in a world submitted 
to Space-Time and forgets the capacities that offers 
Time-Space. 
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And on the contrary, when the soul evolves and 
orientates itself towards the superior densities, 
Space-Time, therefore gravitation, loses its hold 
whereas the increase of Time-Space offers it more 
and more freedom testing.


For example, the 3rd density is an assembly of a multitude of islands that form a 
continent leaving only a bit of space for the sea. Whereas the 4th density is formed 
of a few islands in the middle of much more water.


Therefore, the 7th density is a non-matter’s universe, therefore of unlimited Space-
Time. And a testing reality can emerge from it only from the moment where 
Consciousness pays its attention on a still unmanifested Space-Time point. This 
attention, symbolised by the fact of “naming” in the bible, makes it able for the 
unmanifested dimension to manifest itself. John 1:1 - In the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.


In another way, quantum physics proves us that it must be a consciousness which 
observes in order for the particle to, at this moment being invisible, become visible. 
Consciousness obviously creates gravitation. Therefore in all of the universes and at 
every scale, can materialise itself an island of Space-Time in an ocean of Time-
Space.
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